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Interfacial gravity currents. I. Mixing and entrainment
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Experiments are performed to examine mixing and transport due to an intrusive gravity current in
a two- and three-layer fluid. Successive passages of the intrusion act to increase the depth of the
middle layer. The observed broadening rates and the deposition of potential energy are compared
with theories that neglect mixing and entrainment processes. As the middle layer widens, a transition
in the mass transport by the intrusion is observed: in a two-layer fluid the intrusion transports mass
along the entire length of the interface; in a three-layer fluid with sufficiently deep middle layer the
intrusion transports mass over a limited distance and simultaneously excites large-amplitude internal
wave modes and solitary internal waves. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1483303#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Localized, rapid mixing of an interface creates a patch
fluid that ultimately gravitationally collapses into the su
rounding unmixed region. One of the most dramatic o
served responses to localized mixing is the occurrence o
Morning Glory.1–4 Typically each year in the early mornin
hours of late October periodic bands of clouds propag
over North-Eastern Australia with widths of 4 km and spa
wise extents as long as 1000 km. The south-westward pr
gating clouds, associated with the crests of atmosph
waves, are believed to occur in response to mixing due to
breezes and the collision of fronts north of the Gulf
Carpentaria.3,5,6

Though the Morning Glory is a well-documented e
ample, similar large-scale undular atmospheric disturban
have been observed in the mid-USA,7 the southern United
States,8 and elsewhere~e.g., Smithet al.9!. Recent Doppler
radar and lidar observations have revealed the generatio
undular bores from gravity currents in the form of cold thu
derstorm outflows.10,11 Indeed, such disturbances occur mo
frequently than satellite observations suggest. Disturban
such as Morning Glory are notable because they are m
visible by clouds and they occur regularly.

An understanding of these phenomena has progress
part by examining the collapse of a mixed region into
uniform ambient fluid.12,13But these studies neglect the mo
complicated density structure of real systems. Indeed,
process of the collapse of a localized mixed region into
stratified ambient fluid, such as a two- and three-layer flu
is not well understood. If it is sufficiently dense, the collap
ing fluid may propagate as a gravity current14 running along
a lower boundary beneath the interface. Otherwise, if
upper- and lower-layer fluids are equally mixed, the colla
ing fluid may propagate along the interface itself as an in
sion. These disturbances may in turn generate bores an
solitary waves.15–18

Waves and intrusions are dynamically distinguished
the way they transport mass and momentum, as illustra
schematically in Fig. 1. In Figs. 1~a!–1~d!, the shaded region
2241070-6631/2002/14(7)/2244/11/$19.00
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represents a relatively shallow layer of fluid above a rig
boundary. Figure 1~a! shows a propagating internal wav
train. The net upward displacement over the wave cr
equals the net downward displacement over the wave tro
and therefore, to first order in amplitude, the waves transp
momentum, but not mass. Figure 1~b! shows a propagating
solitary wave in the form of a moving hump-lik
disturbance.19 Such a nonlinear wave transports momentu
and displaces mass a finite distance comparable to the
zontal extent of the wave. Figure 1~c! shows a gravity cur-
rent, which transports mass and momentum long distance14

Finally, Fig. 1~d! shows a bore, which like a gravity curren
transports mass and momentum. The difference here is
the intruding fluid has the same density as the fluid in
which it intrudes. In a bore, the fluid depth changes ove
small distance across a hydraulic jump.

The simplest extension of shallow-water phenomena
disturbances in stratified fluid is considered in Figs. 1~e!–
1~h!. The diagrams draw an analogy between shallow wa
disturbances and disturbances in a three-layer fluid with
upper and lower boundaries. The middle layer is thin w
respect to the horizontal scale of the interfacial disturbanc

Figure 1~e! shows the two types of internal waves th
may be generated in a three-layer fluid: an even~sinuous! or
odd ~varicose! mode.20 To first order, both waves transpo
momentum but not mass. By analogy with the solitary wa
shown in Fig. 1~b!, Fig. 1~f! shows a double-humped solitar
internal wave that transports momentum and displaces m
a finite distance. The analogs of a gravity current and b
are the intrusions shown in Figs. 1~g! and 1~h!, respectively.

The study of three-layer systems is of interest beca
they are easily described by analytic theories and they in
duce dynamics that are not present in a two-layer theory.
example, the dynamic response of a three-layer fluid to
intrusion propagating along the middle layer qualitative
changes as the depth of the middle layer changes: a trans
occurs in which the intrusion excites trailing large-amplitu
internal waves and an interfacial solitary wave.

This paper describes the results of a repeated serie
4 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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2245Phys. Fluids, Vol. 14, No. 7, July 2002 Interfacial gravity currents
lock-release experiments in which an approximately tw
layer fluid evolves to become an approximately three-la
fluid due to interfacial mixing resulting from the passage
successive intrusions. The focus is on the mixing and
trainment processes responsible for the broadening of
middle layer.

The deepening of a turbulent mixing region that overl
a denser static fluid has been examined in ‘‘mixing-bo
experiments.21–23 Measurements of the entrainment veloc
~the speed at which the interface between the two flu
deepens! have been shown to have a power law depende
on the Richardson number, which is a measure of the sta
ity of the stratified flow. The results of mixing-box exper
ments can be only qualitatively compared with measu
ments of entrainment rates across an interface by
intrusion: in the latter case, the entrainment occurs imp
sively rather than continuously.

The experimental setup and analytic techniques are
scribed in Sec. II. In Sec. III analytic functions are match
to the observed density profiles. The broadening of
middle layer and the energy redistribution are examined
Sec. IV. Section V describes the qualitative change in beh
ior of an intrusion as it propagates first into a two-layer flu
and then, from run to run, into a three-layer fluid with su
cessively increasing middle-layer thickness. Conclusions
summarized in Sec. VI.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

For most of the results reported upon here, the exp
ments are performed in a rectangular acrylic tank of len
L5180 cm, width 10 cm, and depth 20 cm. A metal clip
inserted halfway along the top of the tank to reduce the b
ing of the sidewalls when the tank is filled with fluid. As
result, the width of the tank changes by no more than 1 m
over its length. A schematic of the initial setup is shown
Fig. 2~a!. The tank is filled initially to 8.5 cm depth with sa
water of densityr1 . Fresh water, of densityr0 , is then lay-
ered on top through a sponge float until the total depth
fluid in the tank is 17 cm. A thin gate is inserted near one e

FIG. 1. Schematics illustrating different flow behaviors in shallow wa
and in a three-layer fluid with a thin middle layer:~a! internal waves,~b!
solitary waves,~c! gravity current,~d! bore,~e! odd and even mode interna
waves,~f! double-humped solitary wave,~g! intrusion into a two-layer fluid,
and ~h! intrusion into a three-layer fluid.
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of the tank to form a lock of length,!L. Foam insulating
tape is fastened around the edges of the acrylic gate in o
to prevent leakage of fluid from one side of the gate to
other.

Once the gate is firmly in place, the fluid in the lock
well mixed until its density is uniform. Because the two la
ers of fluid in the tank have approximately equal depth,
resulting density of fluid in the lock isrm.(r01r1)/2.

Accurate measurements of the ambient density profi
r̄(z), are found using a conductivity probe that is attached
a computer-controlled vertical traverse mechanism. Ei
salt solutions of different densities ranging from that of d
tilled water to 1310 g/cm3 are used to calibrate the prob
The probe is hooked up to a computer which digitizes
signal at a frequency of 100 Hz. The density profile is fou
by passing the probe vertically downward through the flu
between 3 and 14 cm depth. Except for brief acceleration
deceleration times, the probe moves at a constant speed
cm/s. While the probe is moving the computer simul
neously records both the probe position and digitized c
ductivity. The probe calibration data are used to transfo
the voltage signal at each depth to a measure of density,
a Gaussian weighted averaging technique is used to sm
the result. The standard deviation is taken to be 0.5
Finally, to correct for electronic drift in the signal from th
probe, the profiles are rescaled to ensure that mass is
served, i.e., the density at the top and bottom are fixed
the value of each integrated density profile is constant
tween runs. A check on the reliability of these measureme
is also provided using a refractometer and two or three dr
of fluid sampled from the probe tip at the top and bottom
the traverse.

Dye is added to the fluid in the lock in order to visualiz
the transport of this fluid after the gate is removed. My
paper is fastened along the rear wall of the tank and fluo
cent lights are suspended above the tank. A camera is p
tioned far from the tank with its lens level with the interfac
of the initial ~approximately! two-layer fluid. The camera is
350 cm from the tank and is oriented with the lens at
position of the gate. Its field of view is set to visualize th
tank between 1 and 159 cm from the lock end of the ta
The signal from the camera is recorded on SVHS tape an
simultaneously digitized on a computer using the image p
cessing language, DigImage.24 The resulting data are used t
measure the structure and speed of transport of the fluid
leased from the lock. The dyed fluid also enables interfa
waves to be visualized.

A single experiment is comprised of several individu
runs. In the first run the tank is filled with an approximate
two-layer fluid, as described previously, and propagation
fluid in the lock is monitored after the gate is released. T
fluid is found to propagate along as an intrusion, as has b
observed in earlier studies.15,16 The system is allowed to
evolve to a steady state, in which the fluid in the tank
stationary, as shown schematically in Fig. 2~b!. A conductiv-
ity probe is then traversed vertically through the fluid
measure the resulting density profile.

To set up for the second run, the gate is reinserted
before, a distance, from the end of the tank. The fluid in th

r
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lock is remixed and a different dye is added to this fluid:
symmetry, the resulting density of fluid in the lock isrm as in
the case of the first run. However, the fluid along the len
of the tank outside the lock has a different density profile d
to the mixing along the interface. During the second run
gate is removed and the fluid in the lock collapses as it
trudes into the modified background stratified fluid, as sho
schematically in Fig. 2~c!.

The process is repeated in successive runs: the syste
allowed to approach steady state; the density profile is m
sured with a conductivity probe; the gate is reinserted at
same position; the fluid in the lock is dyed and mixed so t
it has uniform densityrm ; the gate is then pulled out and
camera records the propagation of the intrusion into the
bient stratified fluid. The experiment ends after the density
the fluid 1 cm from the top or bottom of the fluid chang
non-negligibly due to mixing.

As a result of successive mixing along the interface
transition is typically observed: in early runs the intrusi
extends to the end of the tank; in late runs the intrus
propagates a limited distance along the tank and internal
solitary waves are generated.

III. DENSITY PROFILES

A. Observations

Two experiments are reported upon in detail in this s
tion. In what will be referred to hereafter as ‘‘experiment A
the initial density difference between the upper and low
layers of the approximately two-layer fluid is relative
small. Explicitly, s[Dr/rm.0.008 whereD5r12r0 . In
‘‘experiment B’’ the initial relative density difference is mor
than four times larger:s.0.036. In both experiments, th
lock length,512.5 cm.

FIG. 2. Setup of lock-release experiment.
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Figure 3 shows the density profiles from successive r
in experiment A. The heavy lines show the data determin
from the vertically traversed conductivity probe. The da
measured between successive runs are horizontally of
but the density scale for each is the same. The diag
clearly shows that, as a result of successive mixing by
intrusion, the approximately two-layer fluid becomes an a
proximately three-layer fluid: after run 4, the fluid in the tan
is stratified with three well-defined regions of uniform de
sity.

Corresponding to each density profile are profiles of
squared buoyancy frequency,N2 @for a Boussinesq fluid,
N252(g/rm)dr̄/dz#, which are plotted in Fig. 4. The scal
for each plot is the same, ranging from 0 to 5 s22. After run
4, the fluid at the mean depth of the fluid is unstratifie
bounded above and below by two stratified ‘‘interfaces.’’ T
maximum buoyancy frequency decreases between succe
runs and the width of the interface thickens.

Similarly, in experiment B the ambient density chang
from a two-layer to three-layer fluid between success
runs. Figures 5 and 6 show the density andN2 profiles, re-
spectively, over a series of runs. A uniform intermedia
layer develops between the upper and lower layers and
thickness of this layer widens by approximately the sa
degree between runs as in the corresponding cases in ex
ment A.

The most apparent difference between the two case
the asymmetry of the profiles for the runs in experiment
In particular, examination of theN2 profiles shows that the
upper interface is less broad and more strongly stratified t
the lower interface. This is a consequence of the fact that
initial mean depth of the interface~whereN2 is greatest! is
moderately abovez58.5 cm, the mean depth of the tan
Thus when the fluid in the lock is mixed, the mean density
this fluid is moderately greater than the density at the m

FIG. 3. Measured density profiles~heavy lines! between successive runs o
experiment A. The light lines are analytic approximations to measureme
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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2247Phys. Fluids, Vol. 14, No. 7, July 2002 Interfacial gravity currents
depth of the interface. When the gate is released the m
depth of the intrusion is below the mean depth of the int
face and so mixes the upper and lower interfaces differen

B. Analysis

The following analysis has been employed to charac
ize the manner in which the density structure evolves
tween different runs in each experiment. It is assumed
the experimentally determined profiler̄(z) can be repre-
sented analytically by

FIG. 4. Squared buoyancy frequency profiles between successive ru
experiment A. The bars indicate the calculated position and width of
interfaces.

FIG. 5. As in Fig. 3 but for experiment B.
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DrF12tanhS z2zl
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D G , ~1!

in which zu and zl are the mean depths of the interfac
above and below the middle layer, respectively, andDu and
Dl are their corresponding thicknesses. The initial dens
profile is represented by settingzu5zl[z0 and Du5Dl

[D0 , in which case

r̄ thy~z!5r01
1

2
DrF12tanhS z2z0

D0
D G . ~2!

Values ofr0 andD are fixed, andzu , zl , Du , andDl are
determined from a~nonlinear! least-squares fit. Specifically
an initial guess is made for these four quantities and
following sum is computed:

S5(
i 51

N

~r~zi !2 r̄ thy~zi !!2, ~3!

in which the sum is taken over theN samples of the experi
mentally determined profile. TypicallyN5111, correspond-
ing to samples equally spaced by 1 mm between 3 and 14
depth.

To minimizeS with respect tozu , the sum in Eq.~3! is
then computed twice more for fractionally larger and sma
values ofzu . Quadratic curves are then fit to the results; th
is, the coefficientsa, b, and c are determined so thatS
5a(zu)21b(zu)1c holds for each of the three pairs of dat
An estimate of the value ofzu that minimizesS is given by
zu.2b/2a.

Likewise, the values ofzl , Du , andDl that minimizeS
are also estimated. This procedure is then repeated iterat
until zu , zl , Du , andDl converge to values accurate to thr

of
e

FIG. 6. As in Fig. 4 but for experiment B.
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TABLE I. Variations in the characteristics of density profiles after successive runs of two experiments. Values ofzu , zl , Du , andDl in cm.

Expt. Run zu zl Du Dl Error

A Initial 8.69 0.49 0.008
Run 1 9.54 7.84 0.57 0.45 0.016

s: 0.008 Run 2 9.86 7.48 0.68 0.52 0.035
Run 3 10.41 6.76 0.88 0.73 0.055
Run 4 10.80 6.38 0.91 0.82 0.074

B Initial 8.87 0.49 0.12
Run 1 9.67 8.16 0.51 0.66 0.023

s: 0.036 Run 2 10.08 7.80 0.53 0.78 0.017
Run 3 10.72 7.15 0.60 0.96 0.091
Run 4 11.17 6.76 0.66 1.05 0.18
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significant digits. This numerical convergence proced
proved to be more efficient than attempts to find zeros
S/zu , etc.

Table I lists values ofzu , zl , Du , Dl calculated in this
manner for several runs of experiments A and B. The
column in Table I gives the error, defined by min$S%/s2,
wheres is the calculated standard deviation of the expe
mental data. In the two experiments, as in experiments w
up to 10 runs, the error is found to increase with run numb

In a separate analysis, in which the density profiles w
matched to the ‘‘error function’’ (erf(z)) instead of hyper-
bolic tangent functions, the iterative procedure produc
comparable values ofzu and zl and the associated erro
min$S%/s2 was comparable for run numbers greater than
For early runs, and especially for a two-layer fluid, the h
perbolic tangent functions fit more accurately to the obser
density profiles.

The first experiment listed corresponds to the den
profiles shown in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3, the theoretically dete
mined profiles calculated using~1! with the parameters given
in Table I are, respectively, superimposed on the experim
tally determined profiles. The corresponding mean posit
of the interfaces and their widths are illustrated in Fig. 4. T
closed circles are plotted at the depths of center of the in
faces, and the vertical bars extend fromzu2Du to zu1Du at
the upper interface and fromzl2Dl to zl1Dl at the lower
interface.

The greatest shift in the position of the interface occ
during the first run. The single interface broadens and m
be represented by the superposition of two interfaces
placed upward and downward by approximately 0.8 cm.
successive runs thereafter the upper and lower interface
displaced by approximately 0.4 cm between runs. The wid
of the two interfaces broadens by approximately 0.1 cm
tween successive runs. In these experiments the upper
is wider than the lower layer by approximately 0.1 cm.

In experiment B, the mean position of the interface
initially 0.2 cm closer to the surface than in the first expe
ment, and is approximately 0.4 cm above the mean dept
the fluid in the tank. As a result of this asymmetry, when
fluid in the lock is mixed the resulting density is greater th
the meanrm51.0165 g/cm3 by 0.0009 g/cm3. Between suc-
cessive runs the upper and lower interfaces are displace
approximately the same degree as the corresponding run
Downloaded 26 Jun 2002 to 129.128.207.11. Redistribution subject to A
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the first experiment. However, the width of the lower lay
broadens at approximately twice the rate of the upper la
Thus, independent of the density difference, the intrus
acts to separate the layers to the same degree but mixe
lower layer to a greater extent.

In experiments with very small density differences~s
,0.005! we find the density profiles develop a more comp
cated structure than a three-layer fluid. Figure 7 shows
scaled density profiles taken after the tenth run of four
periments each withH517 cm ande50.043 but with differ-
ent s. For s50.0019 and 0.0032 the profiles develop mu
tiple steps, which are more pronounced with weak
stratification. Fors.0.005 the fluid is well characterized b
a three-layer fluid. This critical value ofs is found to be
approximately the same in experiments withH534 cm and
in experiments withe50.094. The reason for this change
dynamics is an interesting separate study in itself: as is
vious from observing the transport of dyed intrusions
leased from the lock into weakly stratified fluid, during la
runs the collapsing fluid in the lock forms two intrusions th

FIG. 7. Scaled density profiles measured in the last (N510) run of four
experiments withH517 cm, e50.043 and for the indicated values ofs.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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2249Phys. Fluids, Vol. 14, No. 7, July 2002 Interfacial gravity currents
move individually along the upper and lower interfaces
the middle layer.

A detailed analysis of these dynamics is beyond
scope of this paper. However, preliminary evidence sugg
that the transition occurs when the time scale for collapse
the lock fluid is slower than the time scale for mixing ov
the extent of the lock.

IV. MIXING AND ENTRAINMENT

The structure of the density profiles and their associa
energy over successive runs may be compared with the
ical predictions that neglect mixing and entrainment p
cesses. In this way we may assess the relative importanc
these processes to the broadening of the middle layer an
stored available potential energy.

A. Middle layer width

The depth of the middle layer may be estimated by co
puting zu2zl , as described in Sec. III. However, for th
purposes of modeling entrainment processes, it is bette
define the depth as the separation distance between
isopycnal surfaces above and below the intrusion. Somew
arbitrarily, we consider the depth of two isopycnal surfac
with densitiesr15(r01rm)/2 andr25(r11rm)/2. Defin-
ing z65 r̄21(r6), the middle layer depth is thus given b
z12z2 .

In a theory that neglects mixing processes, we assu
that the entire volume of uniform fluid in the lock before ru
N slumps into a horizontal layer of uniform density after t
run. By conservation of mass, the change of thickness of
layer is

Dd[dN2dN215~H2dN21!e, ~4!

wheredN is the depth of the middle layer after runN, and
e5,/L is the ratio of the lock length to tank length. Solvin
the recursion formula~4! one finds

dN5H@12~12e!N#1d0~12e!N. ~5!

For small values ofe andN, the middle layer depth is pre
dicted to increase linearly withN:dN.d01(H2d0)N.

In reality the intruding fluid not only separates the upp
and lower layers but, as the lock fluid intrudes into t
middle layer, it entrains fluid across the upper and low
isopycnal surfaces atz5z1 andz2 , respectively.

Figure 8 shows that, for a variety of experiments, t
increase in width of the middle layer is well predicted by E
~5!. The squares denote the measured values ofz12z2 . The
error associated with these measurements is estimated
0.5 cm. The initial width of the interface is taken to bed0

5z12z2 evaluated before the first run.
The agreement is best in strongly stratified fluid expe

ments, characterized by relative density differences
50.023. The agreement is good whether the lock lengt
small (e50.043) or long (e50.094) @as shown in Figs. 8~a!
and 8~d!, respectively#, and the agreement is good wheth
the middle interface is thin (d050.57 cm) or thick (d0

51.9 cm) @as shown in Figs. 8~a! and 8~c!, respectively#.
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For the experiment whose results are shown in Fig. 8~c!,
the relatively diffuse interface is established by filling th
tank with a two-layer fluid as usual and then waiting 20
before running the experiment. As a result of molecular d
fusion, the initial interface is over three times thicker th
the corresponding thin interface case in Fig. 8~a!.

In Fig. 8~b!, the results are shown for a weakly stratifie
experiment with relative density difference approximate
one-fifth that of the corresponding strongly stratified case
Fig. 8~a!. The middle layer depth is found to broaden at
moderately greater rate than predicted by Eq.~5!. Thus
weakly stratified intrusions entrain fluid more efficient
across the isopycnal surfaces as the lock fluid collapses

If the middle-layer width is measured byzu2zl , the
above-mentioned qualitative results hold for late runs. Ho
ever, the results are ambiguous during early runs when
middle-layer width is comparable to the thickness of the
terface of the initial two-layer fluid.

In order to characterize the relative broadening rate
the middle layer, we perform a regression analysis to de
mine the valueed in Eq. ~5! which gives the best fit to the
experimental data between runsN5n0 andnf . Specifically,
ed is the value ofe that minimizes

(
n5n0

nf

~Dz2dn!2,

FIG. 8. Observed increase in the width of the middle layer~squares! com-
pared with a theoretical prediction~dashed line! which neglects mixing and
entrainment processes. The four experiments are characterized as ind
by the relative density differences, initial interface thickness,d0 , and the
aspect ratio,e of the lock to tank length.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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whereDz is the observed width of the middle layer after ru
N, anddN is given by~5!. As such,ed represents the effectiv
relative lock length that would best reproduce the obser
broadening of the middle layer between runsn0 andnf . This
regression analysis is necessary to average the effec
variations between individual runs of the observed den
profile characteristics.

Figure 9~a! shows relative values ofed as determined in
three experiments withH517 cm, e50.043 and for weak,
moderate, and strong stratifications as characterized bs.
The points show values ofed /e measured from a regressio
analysis taken for data between runsn050 andnf5N. In
general, fors.0.005,ed varies by less than 10% asN in-
creases: the broadening rate does not depend upon the
ber of intrusions. Fors,0.005,ed increases by as much a
20% asN increases. This is a consequence of the more c
plicated density structure that develops in weakly stratifi
fluid, as shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 9~b! plots values versuss of ed /e as determined
between runs 0 and 10 in experiments withe50.043 cm and
between runs 0 and 5 in experiments withe50.094 cm. The
upper bound for the latter regression analysis is chosen
that eN is approximately the same in all cases. Differe
symbols indicate different experimental parameters: o
~closed! symbols are drawn for experiments with loc

FIG. 9. ~a! Ratio toe of best-fit value,ed , determined between runs 0 an
N in three experiments withH517 cm, e50.043, ands as shown.~b!
Values ofed /e vs s in 18 experiments withH517 cm ande50.043~open
triangles!, H517 cm ande50.094~closed triangles!, after runN510, and
with H534 cm ande50.043 ~open squares!, H534 cm ande50.094
~closed squares! after runN55. The upside-down open triangle correspon
to an experiment with an initially thick interface,d051.9. The best-fit power
law curve through the points is represented by the dotted line.
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lengths characterized bye50.043 ~0.094! and triangles
~squares! are drawn forH517 cm ~34 cm!.

In all casesed /e.1. Thus more fluid is entrained into
the middle layer as a result of the collapse of fluid in the lo
and the ensuing mixing that occurs on either flank of
propagating intrusion. The plot demonstrates that, unless
,0.005, the degree of entrainment depends upons and not
uponH or e. From the best-fit power-law curve through th
data @the dotted curve in Fig. 9~b!#, we find ed /e.1
1(s/s0)p, in which s050.000 15260.000 005 and p
520.50560.09. This relationship is less reliable fors
,0.005.

B. Available potential energy

When the fluid in the lock is mixed, available potenti
energy is stored which is partially converted to kinetic e
ergy after the gate is extracted and the lock-fluid releas
The kinetic energy is ultimately lost due to viscous dissip
tion and redeposition of potential energy as a result of m
ing above and below the intrusion. In order to character
this energy loss, the change of potential energy during a
is compared with the initial available potential energy.

After run N the potential energy of the fluid per un
width of the tank is

PEN5LE r̄N~z!gz dz, ~6!

wherer̄N is the measured density profile after runN and, for
convenience,r̄0 denotes the initial density profile.

The potential energy of the fluid is greatest when t
fluid is so well mixed that it is homogeneous. In this case
resulting density iŝr&5(*rN(z)dz)/H.rm and the poten-
tial energy is

PEmax5L^r&gH2/2. ~7!

The available potential energy of a particular run is d
fined to be the maximum energy that can be lost or stored
vertically rearranging fluid parcels. After runN, the available
potential energy is given explicitly by

APEN5PEmax2PEN . ~8!

In particular, the maximum available potential energy in
given experiment is APE05PEmax2PE0.

As a measure of the potential energy permanently sto
between successive runs due to mixing and entrainment
compute the nondimensional ratio

RN[
APE02APEN

APE0
5

PEN2PE0

PEmax2PE0
, ~9!

which is an increasing function with values between 0 and
Before a run energy is stored by mixing the fluid in th

lock, so that the total potential energy per unit width in t
tank is PEN

pre5,^r&gH2/21(12e)PEN21 , and the corre-
sponding available potential energy is

APEN
pre5~12e!@PEmax2PEN21#5~12e!APEN21 ,

~10!

and therefore
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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RN
pre5RN211e

APEN21

APE0
. ~11!

That is, mixing the fluid in the lock increases the relati
stored available potential energy by an amou
eAPEN21 /APE0.

Upon releasing the gate, this energy is converted to
netic energy which in turn irreversibly deposits potential e
ergy along the length of the tank as a result of the broaden
of the middle-layer depth and thickening of the interfac
above and below the middle layer. The relative amount
energy which is permanently deposited after runN is RN

,RN
pre.
The observed energy deposition can be compared w

theory that neglects mixing and entrainment processes.
assume that the experiment starts with a two-layer fluid~with
d050! and that between successive runs the lock fl
slumps into the middle layer to form a uniform slab of flui
Thus, after runN the middle layer depth isdN , as given by
Eq. ~5!.

In a theory that neglects mixing~i.e., analyzing the po-
tential energy change between successive piecewise-con
density profiles of two- and three-layer fluids!, it is a simple
matter to show that PEN5PE01L/8^r&g(dN)2, and that

RN
~ thy!5S dN

H D 2

5@12~12e!N#2. ~12!

Note thatRN
(thy) is independent of the density difference b

tween the upper and lower layers. For smalle andN, RN
(thy)

.N2e2.
The relative available potential energy in the tank bef

a run is predicted to be

RN
pre~ thy!5S dN21

H D 2

1eF12S dN21

H D 2G
5122~12e!N1~12e!2N21. ~13!

For smalle andN, RN
pre(thy).e21(N21)2e2.

During a run, even neglecting mixing and entrainme
the stored potential energy in the lock is inevitably lost as
intrusion propagates along the tank. The loss is greatest
ing early runs as measured byRN

pre(thy)2RN
(thy)5e(1

2e)2N21.
The theoretical predictions are compared with four d

ferent experiments in Fig. 10. For each run, crosses
squares denote experimentally determined values ofRN

pre and
RN , respectively. The error associated with these meas
ments is estimated to be 0.01. In each plot, values ofRN

pre~thy!

andRN
(thy) are illustrated by dotted and dashed lines, resp

tively.
As anticipated, the theoretical predictions underestim

the actual stored potential energy: the stored potential en
in the lock fluid is partially redeposited due to mixing an
entrainment processes. Comparing Figs. 10~a! and 10~b!, two
experiments with the same lock length and approxima
the same initial interface thickness, but with different relat
densities,s, more energy is found to be redeposited ifs is
large.
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Though perhaps counterintuitive, these results are c
sistent with tilted tank experiments,25 which examine inter-
facial mixing in stratified shear flows. These show that m
ing is enhanced if the stratification is large. This can
explained in theory by examining the properties of the Ric
ardson number, which is a measure of the stability of a str
fied shear flow.26 Typically flows are dynamically unstable i
the Richardson number is less than unity. The Richard
number is proportional to the density gradient divided by
square of the shear. Tilted tank experiments reveal that la
density gradients allow proportionally stronger shear, a
therefore the Richardson number decreases with increa
stratification.

Likewise, in our experiments, the intrusion propaga
more rapidly in strongly stratified fluid and so, because
Richardson number is small, more mixing occurs as a re
of dynamic instability of the upper and lower flanks of th
fluid.

As in Fig. 9, Fig. 11 shows the analysis of the change

FIG. 10. Observed increase in the stored available potential energy ov
number of runs in four experiments as indicated by values ofs, d0 ande ~as
in Fig. 8!. Crosses denote the measured relative available potential en
before each run~after the fluid in lock is mixed!, and squares denote thi
energy after each run. The observations are compared with the theor
predictions of the relative available potential energy before~dotted line! and
after ~dashed line! each run. The theory neglects mixing and entrainm
processes.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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available potential energy relative to that predicted by
theory that neglects mixing. Specifically, Fig. 11 shows v
ues ofeR /e, whereeR is the value ofe that minimizes

(
n5n0

nf

~Rn2Rn
~ thy!!2,

in which n050 andnf5N. These are determined in thre
experiments withH517 cm ande50.043.

RN measures the relative increase in potential ene
~and, hence, a relative decrease in available potential ene!
between successive runs, andRN

(thy) , given by~12!, measures
the theoretical increase in the absence of mixing. IfeR /e
.1, the net potential energy in the tank increases at a fa
rate than that which can be attributed to the potential ene
of the lock-fluid alone. Thus the loss of available potent
energy serves not only to broaden the width of the mid
layer but also to thicken the extent of the upper and low
interfaces.

Indeed, in all experimentseR /e is significantly greater
than one, and, fors.0.005, this ratio decreases by as mu
as 30% asN increases. This occurs because, for small val
of N, RN tends to increase with nonzero slope, where
theory predicts thatRN is proportional toeN for e and N
sufficiently small. The comparison between experiment a
theory improves as the best-fit curves is fit over a grea
range of run numbers.

FIG. 11. As in Fig. 9, but for ratio ofepe to e.
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Figure 11~b! shows values ofeR /e as determined be
tween runs 0 andN510 for experiments withe50.043 and
between runs 0 andN55 for experiments withe50.094.
The plot shows thateR /e.1.360.2. Generally, the ratio
tends to decrease as sigma increases although the resu
two experiments act against this trend. In one case, the fl
is weakly stratified (s50.001,H534 cm,e50.094) and the
density profile at late runs deviates significantly from a thr
layer fluid. In the second case, the initial interface thickn
d051.9 cm is approximately three times wider than the oth
experiments. In this case theRN increases linearly even fo
small N @e.g., see Fig. 10~c!# and so the approximately qua
dratic best fit curve given byRN

(thy) is a poor fit to data.
The ratioeR /e is generally smaller in experiments wit

e50.094, however this is in part an artifact of the smal
range over which the regression fit is found. If, for data fro
experiments withe50.094, we findeR from a regression fit
between 0 andN54, the values ofeR /e more closely corre-
spond to those found in experiments withe50.043.

Nonetheless, we expect moderately smaller values
eR /e in experiments with longer locks because, for lar
intrusions or wide middle layers, less available potential
ergy is ultimately employed to entrain fluid across the up
and lower interfaces. Instead, the energy is lost due to
cous dissipation of the kinetic energy within the midd
layer.

Interestingly,eR /e is only a weak function of the rela
tive density differences.

Thus available energy is consumed by a compara
amount but its use is partitioned differently: as a result
entrainment in a weakly stratified fluid more available pote
tial energy in the lock is redeposited as potential ene
along the length of the tank; in a strongly stratified flu
more energy is lost to viscous dissipation.

V. INTRUSION STRUCTURE

Images of the released lock-fluid as it propagates al
an interface may be used to estimate the mass and mom
tum transport. Here the images are used to draw the qua
tive distinction between an intrusion that transports m
long distances in the form of an interfacial gravity current~in
a two-layer fluid!, and one that transports this mass only
short distance in a three-layer fluid.

Although the middle layer becomes successively wid
from run to run, it is not always the case that the fluid fro
the lock is evenly distributed along the length of the tan
during the first run, the fluid in the lock is transported to t
end of the tank; after three or four runs, the fluid in the lo
is found to intrude only a fraction of the distance along t
tank, and large-amplitude waves are generated.

The transport of fluid along the interface of an appro
mately two-layer fluid is shown by the sequence of frames
Fig. 12. The frames are taken every 15 s during the first
of experiment A. In each diagram the left-hand side of t
box corresponds to the position near the lock atx.14 cm,
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/phf/phfcr.jsp
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and the right-hand side corresponds to a position 150
from the lock-end of the tank.

The lock fluid, visualized by dye, propagates along
interface while depositing fluid there due to irreversible m
ing. The head of the current is larger than the trailing flo
Unlike the typically observed behavior of a dissipative gra
ity current over a free slip bottom boundary,13 here a trailing
train of internal waves is generated. In this run the horizon
wavelength of the internal waves is approximately 15 cm a
they persist for two wavelengths behind the head of the
trusion. The phase speed of the waves is moderately slo
than the intrusion speed.

Over longer times the intrusion reflects from the rig
wall of the tank and propagates back along the interfa
enhancing the mixing there further. The intrusion propaga
back and forth over approximately three tank lengths bef
its motion is no longer discernible.

The mass transport of fluid in the lock as it intrudes in
an approximately three-layer fluid is significantly differen
Figure 13 shows the propagation of fluid released from
lock in run 4 of experiment A. The background three-lay
fluid is visualized by a successive series of horizontal d
lines. The fluid in the lock is dark-colored as it intrudes alo
this interface. The obvious difference between runs 1 and
that in the latter run the fluid in the lock intrudes only as
as 95 cm from the lock-end of tank. To the right of th
position a double-humped interfacial solitary wave is e
cited. This propagates without significant change in form
til it reflects from the right end of the tank.

Trailing the solitary waves are quasiperiodic interfac
waves. The amplitude of these waves is larger than that
served in run 1, and the number of waves is greater. F
bottom-propagating gravity current, Benjamin13 argued that

FIG. 12. Propagation of an intrusion in a two-layer fluid~first run of experi-
ment A!.
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the trailing flow behind the gravity current head must
supercritical and so trailing waves could not occur. In
three-layer fluid, by symmetry, the same arguments wo
preclude the excitation of trailing odd-mode internal wav
~see Fig. 1!. However, even-mode~sinuous! waves, which
are in fact observed, may be permitted because such w
do not significantly change the width of the middle layer
they oscillate through one phase. The introduction of mod
ately complex stratification therefore introduces qualitativ
new dynamics. The flow associated with solitary and inter
waves is observed to be laminar. Thus entrainment is
pected to be larger in early runs of experiments~when the
middle-layer depth is small! because the intrusion acts t
entrain fluid as it propagates along the entire length of
tank.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Successive intrusions have been shown to mix an in
face so that an approximately two-layer fluid becomes
three-layer fluid. In response to this change, a transition
curs in the dynamics of the collapsing mixed region fro
one that transports mass long distances to one that trans
mass a short distance but still transports momentum l
distances. The momentum is transported by a dou
humped interfacial solitary wave.

The theory and analysis presented here aims to cha
terize the relevant parameters that control the broadenin
the middle layer. It is found that the middle layer broadens
a rate given at lowest order by a theory that neglects mix
and entrainment. The broadening rate~and hence, the rate o
entrainment of surrounding fluid into the middle layer! is
greater if the fluid is more weakly stratified.

FIG. 13. Propagation of an intrusion in a three-layer fluid~fourth run of
experiment A!.
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The data suggest an empirical relation between the
served and predicted expansion rate of the formed /e;1
1(s/s0)21/2. That is, between successive intrusions entra
ment acts to increase the middle layer depth by a factor

Ddentrain}e/As. ~14!

The mixing rate, as characterized by the relative increas
potential energy over successive runs, generally decreas
s increases but shows no consistent dependence onH or e. It
does depend upon the middle-layer depth, however.
moderately broad middle-layer depths,RN tends to increase
linearly rather than quadratically as predicted by a the
that neglects mixing.

In adapting this study to a realistic geophysical fluid s
tem, there are many more degrees of complication that m
be considered. The system studied here is almost symm
about middepth in the tank. Despite this, we observe as
metry in the density profiles as they develop between ru
We attribute this to the slight departures from perfect sy
metry of the initial density profile. The inherent asymme
of the lock-release mechanism~the lock is always pulled
upwards! and the difference between the upper~free-slip!
and lower ~no-slip! boundary conditions may also play
role, though these effects should be minor if the middle la
depth is small and the lock is rapidly extracted. Future st
ies will examine these effects together with response of
system to successively more asymmetric initial density p
files and lock-fluid densities.
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